Sometimes we see a cloud that's dragonish, A vapour sometime, like a bear, or lion, A tower'd citadel, a pendent rock, A forked mountain, or blue promontory With trees upon't, that nod unto the world, And mock our eyes with air. Thou hast seen these signs, They are black vesper's pageants ... That which is now a horse, even with a thought The rack dislimns, and makes it indistinct,
'The Reach and Wit of the Inventor':
Swift's Tale of a Tub and Hamlet Swift's solemn declaration that A Tale of a Tub is a completely original literary form , ' that through the whole book he has not borrowed one single Hint from any Writer in the World' (13),' invites the reader's attention not only to individual allusions but to generic parody. Swift's tale-teller, obsessed with literary fashion and morbidly self-conscious about the conventions he is making fun of, attempts to undermine the forms he borrows; his satire of epistles dedicatory, subtitles, digressions, prefaces, and allegories becomes an almost frantic attempt to dissociate himself both from the standards of the ancients and from the degenerate parodies which modem writers have made of the old forms. The tale-teller, like Burton's Democritus Junior; feels inundated by the mass of material pouring off the printing-press; its very copiousness goads him into a counter-offensive, a desperate attempt to assert his individuality in a society which, he feels, is ignoring him and threatening to drown him out. His hypersensitivity to the artificialities of debased literary convention is a way of asserting this superiority. Like Hamlet, he can reject traditional genres on the grounds that there are ' no forms, modes, shapes of grief I That can denote me truly' (1.ii.82)3; yet, again like Hamlet, who draws attention to the inkiness of his cloak even as he insists 'tis not that alone which reflects his grief, the tale-teller flaunts his easy mastery of the conventions even as he turns them inside out.
Hamlet and the tale-teller reject literary convention out of spiritual arrogance, insisting on the uniqueness of their own experience and p erceptions and resisting the suggestion that their peculiar anguish can be reflected in a literary pattern which is the common possession of a society they despise. Hamlet believes that he can exploit artistic conventions to manipulate his inferiors. He thinks he can 'put an antic disposition on' (LV .172) as he would an inky cloak or sagging stockings, only to find that he cannot entirely take it off; he believes he can use an Italian ate revenge playas a detective tactic, only to find his own life turn into one. (Is it the literary banality of the revenge which he resists all along?) Life imitates art, Hamlet discovers to his relief; the providence that shapes his ends writes dramatic tragedy, and Hamlet is liberated from the prison of his own mind by the exigencies of literary form. Swift's tale-UTQ, Volume XLVI , Number 1, Fall 1976 teller, like Hamlet, is, if not an artist, at least a manipulator of genres. With all thesprezzatura of a pedant, he begins in the prefatory material to explode the literary conventions, only to find by the end of the tale that he is himself exploded by them. For abandoning conventional form means abandoning the traditional ways of making sense of the chaos, entering a world of intellectual relativism in which there are no objective guideposts, a looking-glass world in which language, freed of its restraints, acquires a life of its own. If the tale-teller begins with a very conscious sarcasm at the expense of cabbalistic commentators who pull words apart in order to recombine them into arbitrary patterns, he concludes by falling into their trap. His tale, given its head, runs away with him; its digressions swallow him up; his own metaphors turn on him. He becomes what he deplores, a modern who has freed himself from memory, one of those 'who deal entirely with Invention, and strike all Things out of themselves, or at least, by Collision from each other' (135). The tale ends with a dizzy slide into Lockean associationism which consumes satire and satirist alike. Metamorphosis, which began as the object of the tale, has become its mode,and the tale-teller is unable to stop the process which his virtuosity has unleashed.
It is in terms of metamorphosis that the Shakespearean context is first invoked. In the Epistle Dedicatory the tale-teller, attempting to convince 'Prince Posterity' of the merits of contemporary English writers, explains the difficulties of the endeavour by pleading their evanescence: Swift's allusion has an obvious aptness . The tale-teller too is haunted by the threat of annihilation: his own identity is threatened by the mutability of literary fashion, and he is terrified that he, like Antony, will lose his visible shape and dissolve into the urban flood. Yet this is not the only Shakespearean passage which reverberates in the memory . The precise irony of the scene is thrown into sharper relief when one hears as well an echo of the conversation in which Hamlet uses his antic disposition to intimidate and gull Polonius: The two passages seem to have fused in Swift's mind. It is true that two of Swift's three animals are identical with those in the passage from Antony and Cleopatra, and that, like Antony, the tale-teller is pointing out three different clouds rather than three different images in a single cloud . On the other hand the detail of the passage and the rhythm of the language recall Hamlet. While Antony's speech is lofty and generalized in its imagery, both the Hamlet passage and Swift's allusion focus on the cloud-animals' outlines ('head of an ass,' ' claws like a dragon,' 'backed like a weasel'). And the social dynamics of the scene in Hamlet are much more relevant to the tale-teller's situation than is the exchange between Antony and Eros. The tale-teller has self-consciously assumed the Renaissance role of courtier and truth-teller to the prince; he is in a sense playing Polonius to Prince Posterity's Hamlet, while at the same time appropriating the specific observation which Hamlet makes to Polonius. All three scenes involve an encounter between a superior and his subordinate, but in Hamlet and in A Tale the encounter is a confrontation. The tale-teller, like Hamlet but unlike Antony, is trying to convert another · person to his way of seeing . What is at issue is not only the fact of mutability but also the question of 'who is to be master: Hamlet, gulling Polonius, exemplifies in a comically literal way Swift's definition of the mad genius: he is trying to ' reduce the Notions of all Mankind, exactly to the same Length, and Breadth, and Height of his own' (166) . And temporarily, at least, he succeeds: although Polonius's resilient stupidity will in the end contribute to the prince's downfall, Hamlet has managed to bully him into verbal surrender.
The situation in Hamlet sharpens the reader's sense of the anomalies in the role of the tale-teller as he tries, with self-parodying desperation, to impress his version of the contemporary literary scene on the judgment of posterity. The tale-teller lacks Hamlet's social and intellectual status . His assumption of the courtier's role is highly ironical, for he is in fact an anonymous scribbler lost in an urban mob where 'whoever hath an Ambition to be heard ... must press, and squeeze, and thrust, and climb . . . to a certain Degree of Altitude above them' (55). Behind his sardonic obsequiousness lies the conviction of his own superiority, but he has no real hope of influencing the understanding of those who, in the end , will be his judges. Posterity, it is true, has ' hardly got clear of Infancy' (in both Hamlet and the Dedicatory Epistle the ideal relationship between wise old age and educable youth lies behind the tension of the confrontation) but his education seems destined to keep him 'in analmost universal Ignorance of our Studies' (31). The tale-teller is a frustrated , bitter little H amlet: like Hamlet, very self-conscious about his own suffering and the spiritual purity which it implies; like him, an alienated observer of a society which he regards as both obtuse and corrupt.
It is this isolation of the artist from the society to which he belongs which threatens the integrity of literary convention . The vitality of an artistic form depends upon a community of taste and feeling. When such a community decays, literary definitions ossify. Polonius is able to perceive things only in terms of the traditional categories; the metamorphic power of time escapes him , although he is its victim; he can grasp not the shifting stuff of life but only the categories fixed by traditional definition. In order to respond to experience, however various, he must tag and label and therefore limit it ('tragical-comical-historical-pastoral,' Il.ii.403)-' He considers himself a critic of the drama but has no use for the Players, for he is unable to appreciate either their individual personalities or their lively significance as ' abstracts and brief chronicles of the time.'. Hamlet despises Polonius's pedantry of feeling as much as the vulgarity of melodramas 'written in very choice Italian' (m.ii.262), yet he can conceive of no alternative art form which could satisfy him without being 'caviar to the general' (II.ii.441) . Swift's tale-teller is in a parallel but even more desperate position. 'The general' have become the arbiters of taste for the nation; they are the ones whose patronage of Grub Street hacks must keep them alive in their garrets; but their critical perceptions are even more destructive than Pol on ius's. Modernist arrogance has cut the link with the past which would have kept Horner alive in the totality of his vision, has fragmented him into a thousand spurious allegories. The tale-teller's sarcastic offer to write a ' histori-theophYSiological Account of Zeal' (137) is a satire on the mechanistic fragmentation of knowledge, and his modern philosopher, with his index and appendices, is a kind of Polonius in modern dress. Because the new categories of knowledge arise not out of common human experience but outof a mechanistic philosophy which posits a dead universe, they are as dead as the categories in Polonius's mind. The tradition of allegorizing which Swift satirizes throughout the tale h as acquired a parasitical vivacity, multiplying like a cancer and shimmering with the glow of decay; the body on which the commentaries grow, however, is dead. Modern pedantry has distorted the classics just as modern sophistry has distorted the message of the primitive church; surface adornment has eaten into and des troyed the fabric beneath.
Hence the imagery of death and decay which possesses the mind of the tale-teller as p ersistently and morbidly as it does Hamlet's. Although one is in a London garret and the other in a Danish court, both feel crowded out by a corruption which is pervasive and overwhelming, and both exhibit a queasy sensibility which transmutes moral and intellectual disgust into physical revulsion and expresses it in obscenity and scatology. There is a neurotic extravagance in their responses which gives a baroque edge to their language: images of rottenness, poison, worms, disease, and decay are dwelt over with the loving ingenuity which characterizes obsession. Hamlet accusing his mother of ' honeying, and making love l Over the nasty sty' (ur,iv .93) is like the tale-teller describing the reader as a fly who ' driven from a Honey-pot, will immediately, with very good Appetite alight, and finish his Meal on an Excrement' (207): the normal act of eating becomes emblematic of diseased and debased cravings, whether literary or sexual, and , in the end, of death itself (the worms have the last banquet). Once alerted to the presence of Hamlet in the Tale, one seems to hear his accent everywhere, though the echoes are often casual enough. Is Hamlet behind the tale-teller's promise to prepare 'A curious Invention about Mouse-Traps' (130); behind 'the Carnelian, sworn Foe to Inspiration ' (159) [Hamlet has to 'eat the air, promise-crammed: m.ii.91j; behind the 'Iliad in a Nut-shell ' (143) ['I could be bounded in a nut-shell, and count myself a king of infinite space .. . : n .ii.257j? It is hard to be sure; often we catch H amlet's tone not so much in a specific image as in the diction and the very rhythm of the tale-teller, like something half-consciously possessed. Wh en the taleteller speaks of his tale as a device for 'taking off the Force, and Edge' (39) of social criticism, we hear the echo of Hamlet's obscene rejoinder to Ophelia ('It would cost you a groaning to take off mine edge: m.ii.248); his description of the theatre where 'the whining Passions, and little starved Conceits' (61) are wafted towards the audience reminds us of Hamlet's own theatrical commentary ('tear a passion to tatters,' III . ii.IO, ' force his soul so to his own conceit: 11.ii'556). The tale-teller confesses his own madness in a phrase which recalls Hamlet's: ' I my self: he admits, 'the Author of these momentous Truths, am a Person, whose Imaginations are hard-mouth'd, and exceedingly disposed to run away
122).
It is not necessary, however, to insist on the deliberateness of all of these verbal echoes; what is interesting about bringing the works together is to observe the analogous shapes assumed by the obsessions of Hamlet and the tale-teller under the pressure of their misanthropic melancholy. What fundamentally unites the two is their compulsion to probe beneath the surface of life to get at the hidden corruption underneath. Hamlet has personal reasons for believing that under the smooth skin of social pretence there festers the ulcer of appetite and evil. The tale-teller expresses his revulsion in more objective terms: the modem intellectual has been taught by the philosophers to disbelieve in the 'Films and Images that fly off upon his Senses from the Superficies of Things' (174). In both cases the emotional pressure behind the compulsion to dissect transcends the expressed motive -it is 'in excess of the facts as they appear.' 'How shrunk is every Thing, as it appears in the Glass of Nature?' (172) -'How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable I Seem to me all the uses of this world' (I.ii.l))): the condemnation is allembracing and flows from a spiritual sickness, but it issues in a kind of exhibitionistic vanity . Both Hamlet and the tale-teller pride themselves on the ingenuity of their dissection. Hamlet, seizing on cosmetics as an emblem of feminine hypocrisy ('God hath given you one face and you make yourselves another: m.i.146)' finally sees skin itself as makeup which time will strip away ('let her paint an inch thick, to this favour she must come: V.i.lBB): Swift's tale-teller gives the conceit a modish twist as he reports in the accent of society gossip, ' Last Week I saw a Woman flay'd, and you will hardly believe, how much it altered her Person for the Worse' (17).
Metamorphosis, indeed , implies sameness as well as difference: the nature that remains as well as the appearance which is changed . The satirical man is the man who believes that he can get at the essential truth which is hidden from the evil and the dull by a screen of pretence and preconception. Both Hamlet and the tale-teller take delight in outrageous satirical equations: the malicious glee which motivates Hamlet's rapier thrusts ('if the sun breed maggots in a dead dog: n.ii.lBl) expands in the Tale into nervous arabesques of destructive wit -as in the passage on ears, in which Swift unmasks the element of phallic aggressiveness in Puritan self-righteousness. The habit of mind is the same; sometimes the very phrasing and imagery are similar. The tale-teller constructs a solemn syllogism:
Words are but Wind; and Learning is nothing but Words; Ergo, Learning is nothing but Wind .
• (153) .
Although the idea receives a uniquely Swiftian development, the Hamlet's conclusion ('Then are our beggars bodies, and our monarchs and outstretched heroes the beggars' shadows') is like Swift's; the taleteller, too, is anxious to unmask the corrupt king and is interested in the metaphysical and social links which join king and commoner, the privileged and the powerless, the genius and the inferior minds -that surround him. If the artist, Swift says, is like a king on horse-back, he is nevertheless vulnerable to his courtiers (the critics) who follow him and bespatter him with mud (10) . A king himself is a mere man, motivated by the same base passions which control other men: Both Hamlet and the tale-teller, indeed, take a destructive delight in tracing things to their logical conclusion: it is as characteristic of the tale-teller to follow the 'immense Bales of Paper' (35) on which contemporary literature is recorded ' to a Jakes, or an Oven: to the Windows of a Bawdy-house, or to asordid Lanthorn' (36)'0 as it is for Hamletto trace the noble dust of Alexander until he finds it stopping a bung-hole. The same tone of half-flippant, half-despairing ferocity characterizes their reaction to the ravages of time and corruption; the very excessiveness of the tale-teller's response invites Horatio's rebuke: "Twere to consider too curiously , to consider so' (v.i.2oo) . Hamlet, of course, has Horatio to tell him so. The tale-teller's extravagances, lacking an audience and so turning in upon themselves, begin to breed in the same cancerous way as the pendants' allegories. The digressions start to take over the tale. What begins as wit -deliberate association of ideas -begins to slide into madness -involuntary association; the tale-teller's satire expresses not only the folly of others but his own hysterical despair. Their preoccupation with death and their disgust with appetite in any form predispose both Hamlet and the tale-teller towards imagery of cannibalism -but with a difference. Hamlet's gleeful retort to Claudius ('A man may fish with the worm that hath eat of a king, and eat of the fish that hath fed of that worm: IV.iii.26) is part of the thrust and parry of a verbal duel he wins; he can control the morbidity of his own wit and use it as an offensive weapon. Something quite different happens when the tale-teller is possessed by the same metaphor. Asserting that his treatise will have the encyclopaedic range which the modern mind demands, the tale-teller promises:
The very same Principle that influences a Bully to break the Windows of a Whore, who has jilted him, naturally stirs up a Great Prince to ra ise mighty
In the mean time I do here give this Publick Notice, that my Resolutions are, to circumscribe within this Discourse the whole Stock of Matter I have been so many Years providing. (,84) The word ' matter' reverberates; in spite of the dry abstract tone in which the paragraph begins, the dead metaphor comes to life, and the tale-teller continues: The passage which begins as an assertion of the author's control over his material concludes by implying his identity with it. When he stops. writing, he ceases to exist; when the tale ends, with it goes the taleteller's tenuous grasp on the ears of the public, which is not only the food on his table but the proof of his own individuality. Hence his 'Conclusion: with its whimsical references to untimely and violent death and its reiterated analogy between the end of the book, the end of a dinner, and the end of a life (208) . Whereas Hamlet lives within a play which as a total literary artifact gives meaning to the individual life it contains, Swift's narrator makes himself up as he goes along; it is his own voice which shapes -or misshapes -his world, and escape from it means, for him, extinction .
Both the tale-teller and Hamlet repudiate 'philosophy: but the very change in the connotations of the word evokes the development of scientific thought and the accompanying disintegration of epistemological security by the end of the seventeenth century. For Hamlet there are more things in heaven and earth than philosophy dreams of. Although he admires the stability of the philosophical character, he perceives a higher providence than philosophy alone can grasp, and, perceiving it, is able in the end to act as its agent. For the tale-teller, on the other hand, there are not more but fewer things in heaven and earth than philosophers imagine. The philosopher's method has ever been to erect 'certain Edifices in the Air: but in doing so they labour under two In conveniences. First, That the Foundations being laid too high, they have been often out of Sight, and ever out of Hearing. Secondly, that the Materials, being very transitory, have suffer'd much from Inclemencies of Air, especially in these North-West Regions. (56) When the wind is north-north-west, Hamlet knows a hawk from a handsaw; in the cool air of 'these North-West Regions: the tale-teller too can make the appropriate distinctions, but they lead him to very different conclusions . The result is that in spite of his arrogance he is much less confident than Hamlet both of the validity of his perceptions and of the viability of his role as an artist.
The tale-teller realizes that the mind no longer has the power to impose upon the observed universe the unity and harmony for which it longs. Lockean psychology has made him paralysingly aware of the problem of subjectivity, of the isolation and qUirkiness of the perceiving mind. Swift's account, for example, of those who transform Homer into an encyclopaedia (129) goes beyond mere literary satire; it also makes the reader intensely aware ofthe limitation of point of view, makes him feel how distorted the world must be to the kind of mind which would read Homer in this way, how isolated such a mind is from his own -and of how isolated he is from it. The problem of perception is dealt with most thoroughly in the Digression on Madness. The genius is the man who is mad enough to try to make others see what he sees; since the same phenomenon will appear very different to different observers, a philosopher will become a fool when he changes his company. Swift caustically defines happiness as the state of being well deceived, but he also suggests that we can never be anything but deceived . If no one can trust his own perceptions, then ' the Question is only this: whether Things that have Place in the Imagination, may not as properly be said to Exist, as those that are seated in the Memory' (172) .
Such a theory does not liberate the imagination; quite the reverse. Swift comments ironically on the imaginative unity in the immense works of the ancients, ignorant though they were by modern standards. Complaining of the modern difficulty of book-making without digressions, he crystallizes in a haunting image the implications of the modern conception of knowledge, th e conviction that the universe is mechanical and finite, and thus (to the imagination, at any rate) exhaustible. The mob of modern writers, he says, have become a numerous Army, encamped in a fruitful Country; which for a few Days maintains it self by the Product of theSoyl it is on; Till Provisions being spent , they send to forrage many a Mile, among Friends or Enemies it matters not. Mean while, th e neighbouring Fields trampled and bea ten down, become barren and dry, affording no Sustenance but Clouds of Dust. (144) The Digression on Digressions goes beyond mere satire of literary plagiarism, beyond the quarrel with Wotton; it suggests, finally, that Lockean epistemology h as destroyed the kind of faith in the observed universe which an artist must have if he is to continue to create. Because the modern mind perceives things as discreet and unconnected, len gth can be achieved only by accretion; the human mind is not, as it used to believe, in contact with a unified reality; left to its own devices in a universe barren of meaning, it quickly runs dry, and in fact there is not Although the tale-teller never ceases to satirize the typological method of interpreting history, Swift is aware of the psychological value, especially for the artist, of the kind of conception which he is parodying. Hamlet is able to define the players as ' the abstracts and brief chronicles of the time' (11.ii.528) because he can believe that history has a pattern which art can capture, but when the tale-teller projects his ' faithful Abstract drawn from the Universal Body of all Arts and Sciences' (38), the degeneration of the word to its narrow scholarly sense conveys a fundamental change in man's conception of the universe of thought . For the tale-teller, imagination cannot shape -it can only delude and madden .
A comparison of Hamlet's 'What a piece of work is a man' (n.ii.288) with the tale-teller's parody of it marks the difference in point of view. If Hamlet can see the ulcer beneath the film , the corruption beneath the paint, he can also pierce the sky 'fretted with golden fire' (11.ii. 305) to the celestial sphere beyond. Moreover, although he knows that appearances are deceiving and that he himself may be deceived (' the devil hath powerl Tassume a pleasing shape: n.ii.603), his very acknowledgment of the possibility implies both the accuracy of his perceptions and the existence of an objective truth independent of the perceiving mind . However bitter he may be, Hamlet is almost always aware of at least the theoretical possibility of distinguishing between things as they appear to him and things as they really are. H is wording here implies, indeed, that the sublime version is the true one: it is only 'to me' that the world seems 'this quintessence of dust ' (n.ii.312 The tale-teller's version, with its evocation of the vulgar, fashionable world, not only trivializes Hamlet's famous speech, undercutting its sublimity by reducing the physical universe to human scale; it also asserts that there is no reality behind appearance, that everything, from human character to the great globe itself, is hollow -or worse. The passage concludes with a satiric thrust which, although like Hamlet in its self-conscious cynicism, is in context a colder and more final dismissal of all human idealism:
is not Reli gion a Cloa k, Honesty aPair of Shoes, worn out in the Dirt, Self-love a Surtout , Vanity a Sll irt , and Conscience a Pair of Breeches, wh ich , tho' a Cover for Lewdn ess as w ell as Nastiness, is easily slipt down for the Service of both? (78) All appearance is disguise and deception. Reason is no eagle eye which can pierce the fretted sky to the sphere of fire beyond; her tools are ' for cutting, and opening, and mangling, and piercing' (173) and they reveal a reality which human kind cannot bear. For the tale-teller, Hamlet's true lunacy would be not his antic disposition but his taint of optimism.
For Hamlet finds in the end that he must have faith in tale-telling. Hamlet's dying request, that Horatio live 'to tell my story ' (v.ii.348) , sharpens the audience's awareness that the play itself is the ' telling' which has redeemed the ugliness and brutality of human passion by transmuting it into art . The tale, on the other hand, concludes with an admission that for the teller such a ' telling' is impossible. Deluged by history, he finally discovers that without a literary form in which he can have faith , he cannot contain the facts of the past. The desperate gymnastics of the tale's narrative structure undercut the image of the artist as magic legislator, ordering his world with the authority of a Prospero; they undercut even the more limited image of the artist as stage-director, disclosing truth with the ingenuity of a Hamlet. The tale-teller feels isolated, cut off from tradition and from a community of sympathetic readers; he cannot, like the dramatist, count on a theatre audience whose imaginative sympathy will help create his vision. He knows that his readers do not want to understand what he is telling them, that they are unable to tell honey from excrement, and that a man who writes to make his living from the new reading public must trim his vision to their tastes. His sardonic despair is reflected in his dismissal of this audience in another m etamorphic allusion: 
